Sheer hard work and a team effort
The Chairman has asked me to thank the Monday Club for their very hard work
in completing maintenance of our Time Limit, Mid Boar and Static butts –
individuals declined to be thanked by name, so I have asked the Chairman, Vice
Chairman, Captain and Vice Captain to telephone the individuals involved in
the Monday club and thank them personally
Our current lease makes us financially responsible for maintaining the BSRC
ranges. Thus far the NRA has simply carried on as before bringing in their
contractors to do the work and billing the Club.
However, our Monday task force were convinced that they could get a better
job done for less cost. The first thing to try was work on the grounds and David
Hambleton recommended a local firm of gardeners/landscapers who could
turn up and cut and maintain stuff when we wanted it rather than to someone
else’s schedule. This has been in operation all last summer and we believe that
the grounds have never looked better at a far cheaper cost.
We did some experiments with our statics range, hiring in machines to get
sand up to the top of the butt and then spreading it at the correct depth and
angle. This proved successful but rather labour intensive. Through contacts
with Aldershot Rifle Club, we were recommended a couple of chaps from Essex
who manage their stop butts on the basis of a price offset by the recovery
value of the lead. They do all of this by hand rather than use machinery and
recover what lead they can by sieving, but it has the added advantage of
breaking up and de-compacting the sand which is probably a bigger problem
than lead. They do this at various other ranges around the Country and issue
de-leading certificates to show the work has been done.
We noticed that the rear of our statics/HME butt was in danger of collapsing
through rot in the supporting sleepers, so we employed the Essex guys to
come and bolster up the rear to halt any further collapse. This proved very
successful and reasonably priced that when we were next scheduled for
maintenance work on Statics, MB and TL butts we asked the NRA to stand
down their contractors and we asked the Essex firm back again to de-lead/decompact and re-profile those. We had already added sand to the statics range,
so that just needed a bit more and some tidying. But their first reaction to TL &
MB was that these both lacked sand which had been progressively washed out
as a result of previous contractors using a spinning machine to recover lead,

but it did rather break up the sand grains making them prone to washout in
heavy rain.
So, our first task was to get in 20 tons of sand for MB and another 20 tons for
Time Limit and over a week the Essex team hand shifted fresh sand to the top
and then spreading it to the correct depth and angle. Doing this on a Monday
wasn’t a problem, but to avoid any conflict with live firing they worked at
dawn, lunchtime and into the evenings when the ranges were closed.
They have just completed all of the work by building a low retaining wall on
MB to stop sand being washed away. The chaps from Essex have been a great
find and we hope our relationship will continue, but it wouldn’t have been
possible without our Monday volunteers, particularly the local ones, who also
gave up other days to come and help and ensure that everything the
contractors needed was on hand.
The ranges look magnificent
Jeremy Hakim

